
 BOM 2018: RULES AND TIPS 
This year our theme is The Beatles Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 50th Anniversary 

 Colours are: When I’m 64, With a little help from my Friends and Lucy in the sky with 

diamonds 

 

The completed block is to be returned by the registrant by the next meeting date to get your 

discount. (1st Thursday of the month between 6:00 – 8:30 pm or 1st Friday of the month 

between 10:00 am – 6:00)  

 The blocks will not be distributed earlier than 6pm on the first Thursday. 

 Stay for new tips and hints on the new block and at that time you will receive the next 

block fabrics and instructions. *These are at scheduled times, see bottom of the page. 

If you follow the above simple rules, your other blocks will only cost $4.75 each, if you do not manage to 

keep within the guidelines but still want to stay in the club and receive your block, you must pay $6.75 to 

get your package and start again. Upon receiving your January BOM you will receive a “coupon” with two 

uses. If you are late or on vacation you can “cash” in the coupon and still receive the block at the 

discounted price. 

If for any reason you need to “drop-out” of Block of the month, we do require two months’ notice. If you 

are away for any reason, we are always happy to keep your blocks for you, please let us know if you are 

gone for an extended period. 
  

At the end of the twelve months you will have made twelve blocks, and there are optional classes that 

you can take to finish your quilt, with a variety of sashing and border techniques. If you just want ideas, 

they will be available, and if you wish to do your own thing with your blocks you can do that too! 
  

First night demos are at 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, or 7:30 Thursday Jan 11th. First morning demos are at 10:30, 

11:00 or 11:30 Friday Jan 12th - choose the best time for you. Thereafter you can drop in anytime on the 

first Thursday of the month between 6:00 pm and Friday at 6:00 pm to pick up your block.  The Demos 

are at 6:00, 6:30, 7:00 and 7:30 PM on Thursday and 10:30, 11:00 and 11:30 on Friday. 

 In February and for the rest of the year it is a drop in time, as listed below.    

DATES: FEB. 1 & 2, MARCH 1 & 2, *APRIL 12 & 13, MAY 3 & 4, JUNE 7 & 8, JULY 

5 & 6, AUGUST 2 & 3, SEPTEMBER 6 & 7, OCTOBER 4 & 5, NOVEMBER 1 & 2, 

DECEMBER 6 & 7 *Dates different because of Red Deer Show 

 

Tips and Tricks 

 Refer to your Quick Tips Sheet that goes with your BOM every month in conjunction 

with your monthly notes. 

 Do NOT pre-wash fabrics 

 Use a new #10 sewing machine needle (8 hours of sewing and then throw it out!) 

 Sew with an accurate ¼” seam to check this cut two 2” wide strips and sew with a ¼” 

foot or guide, press – these should measure 3 ½” wide when sewn. The ruler suggests 

you sew with a “scant” ¼” – if you have a Pfaff or Bernina the ¼” foot is a scant already. 



 Check machine tension before you start on your block - do this as you check 1/4" seam 

 Try sewing on a scrap “tail” when you begin and end your piecing, so that fabric is not 

dragged into the machine plate. *I use 2 ½” pre-cut candy charms as then I can use 

them in other projects 

 Use the 4 in 1 Half Square Triangle Creative Grid ruler for this year’s blocks  

 I use the 3 ½” Quick Trim Creative Grids ruler frequently, and is useful for many blocks 

in the BOM. I square up with a 10 ½” ruler, as the blocks are all 10½” before they are 

sewn into a quilt. 

 Place your “pinky” finger on the edge of small rulers to stop them sliding to one side.  

 Use a sharp rotary cutter, and hold the ruler carefully so that you do not miss-cut. 

 Press the direction that is suggested. Do NOT stretch and iron. Press from the top of 

the block at all times, as this eliminates “pockets” and “tucks” of fabric.  

 Press and spray with Best Press starch or Flatter for best results- this helps with bias 

edges and keeps all blocks flat. Spray and press before you cut to make it efficient. 

 We are aiming for 10” finished blocks, so all blocks should be 10 ½” unfinished. If yours 

are different but consistent don’t worry! We will “fudge” things when we put together 

the quilt. DO NOT SQUARE UP UNTIL MARCH IF YOU HAVE A DIFFERENT SIZE. 

 Chain piece as much as possible to save thread and time. 

 Watch out for the occasional directional print - if you have a stripe for example. 

 Fabrics will be named the same each month, but they will be in different positions! I 

suggest cutting a snip of each fabric and taping them to a card and labeling them with 

their names. You can photograph our “name list” if you want to or check it on our 

website.  

 If you are working with fabric that has no “right-side” (batik), mark with chalk on the 

back so that you know which side is “wrong”.  

 Do you need a "Boo-boo" bundle? These are in-case you cut incorrectly, or to use at the 

end to make a few more blocks if needed for your design. 

 Sew and cut SLOWLY. You are only making one block a month, so work carefully and you 

will be thrilled with the results 

 We post our sewn blocks on our store Facebook page and they will go up on our website 

– when we can.  

 Be relaxed and content – this is supposed to be a pleasure!  

Have fun, Ingrid 
 
 


